
 

Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham is a 2001 Indian Drama film directed by Yash Chopra. The film was an adaptation of the novel of
the same name, written by Rabindranath Tagore. It marked the return of actor Shah Rukh Khan to Yash Raj Films, after he had
left following his fallout with producer Aditya Chopra. Starring Amitabh Bachchan, Jaya Bachchan and Shah Rukh Khan in
lead roles, it tells the story of an affluent family over several generations. It was also the first Hindi film to be released in
IMAX. The soundtrack of the film was composed by A. R. Rehman with songs written by Sameer and the lyrics penned by
Kausar Munir and Anwar Sagir; Sameer re-wrote two of the Tagore poems for this film and A R Rahman also added his own
lyrics to two of these poems, making them very melodious and fresh. Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham is a story of several
generations of a rich, eccentric and lovably disfunctional Punjabi family who have everything in the world except for harmony.
At the heart of this family feud are patriarch Premchand Roy Kapur (Amitabh Bachchan), his wife Parvati (Jaya Bachchan) and
their three children - Sitara (Saif Ali Khan), Rohan Ved Vyas Sawant) & Ved Vyas Sawant's son, Nikhil Arjun Rampal).
Premchand Roy Kapur had always wanted a son who was an engineer who could take over the business. But Parvati had a dream
of a daughter who would be a doctor and they got Sitara, whom all the family loves. When Sutara gets married to Anurag,
Premchand Roy Kapur is disappointed by this as Anurag is not a good engineer and does not talk much. Premchand Roy
Kapur's favourite grandson Nikhil Rampal meets Hemant Mehta, who washes dishes in the same restaurant where he wants to
work as waiter, but Premchand Roy Kapur refuses to take him into his house. Later on, Premchand Roy Kapur starts liking
Nikhil Rampal. With all this, Nikhil Rampal falls in love with Parvati's niece (who is not included in the movie) Komal Arora
(Preity Zinta). He tells him that she is like a little doll to him. He also says that he likes Parvati. This angers Premchand Roy
Kapur, who does not want his son to be married into the Roy Kapur family because of its troubled past. This pushes Anurag into
divorcing Sitara, who then gets married to her childhood friend, Rohan Ved Vyas Sawant, who has loved her for years.
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